The values seem to indicate that phylogenetic depth of taxa in a rank becomes more 9 8 stable from genus to phylum. Equally anticipated, per-rank distributions of intra-taxa 9 9 gene content distance averages also followed an ascending trend from genus to phylum 1 0 0 ( Figure 1A When analyzing intra-taxa distance averages ( Figure 1A) and standard deviations 1 0 2 (Suppl. Fig. 2 ) it becomes clearer that taxonomic ranks are not cohesive in terms of 1 0 3 phylogenetic depth and gene content similarity. That is, for all taxonomic ranks, the 1 0 4 different taxa within the same rank do not present a homogeneous level of either 1 0 5 phylogenetic depth or gene content similarity. In this regard, the phylogenetic and gene 1 0 6 content similarity values of many taxa was lower than those for taxa in superior ranks, 1 0 7
and vice versa. This circumstance most likely stems from the fact that available 1 0 8 genomes are not evenly distributed throughout the bacterial tree of life, that for 1 0 9 operational and communication purposes the number of ranks is small, and that the 1 1 0 main focus of modern taxonomy is related to the production of monophyletic taxa (6). Our initial results showed the expected overall correlation between gene content and 1 1 2 16S-based distances ( Figure 1B ). However, a noticeable discontinuity appeared in the 1 1 3 pairwise 16S-based distance values at ca. 0.5 which, in turn, seems to mark the limit of 1 1 4 the observed correlation. In order to better explore the frontiers of functional coherence 1 1 5 along the bacterial phylogeny, we developed FunCongr.R; a script that estimates 1 1 6 functional coherence at each node of a tree by comparing within-node average gene 1 1 7
content distance against what could be expected from a random draw of genomes along 1 1 8 the phylogeny. The script also defines a node as non-functionally-coherent if any of its 1 1 9 descendant nodes is non-functionally-coherent. showing within-node average 16S rRNA gene distance values ranging from 0.03 to 0.25 1 2 3 (average 0.12±0.05). Without the goal of being exhaustive, a subsequent analysis based 1 2 4 on the consensus (80%) taxonomy of leaves in each node, with the sole criterion of 1 2 5 whether a particular taxon appears assigned to a single coherent node, revealed various 1 2 6 deep-branching nodes affiliated to the Acidobacteriota (p), Alphaproteobacteria (c), Gammaproteobacteria-affiliated region of the tree was partitioned among many 1 3 0 different coherent nodes, hence indicating that such class is not functionally coherent in While bacterial taxonomy and phylogeny resources, as well as related bioinformatic 1 3 7 tools, continue to improve, the question remains as to how they should best be 1 3 8 employed in studies using 16S rRNA gene surveys to assess bacteria-ecosystem 1 3 9 relationships, a widespread approach. With regards to the use of taxonomic binning, our 1 4 0 results show that within-group phylogenetic and gene content similarity of taxa in the 1 4 1 same rank are not homogenous, and that these values show extensive overlap between 1 4 2 ranks. Thus, we believe that most taxonomic ranks should be considered when assessing 16S rRNA gene presents low phylogenetic resolution at the highest and lowest 1 4 7 taxonomic ranks (7), and very few of the dereplicated genomes employed by Parks et al. With regards to the use of phylogeny-based approaches, the 16S rRNA gene-based 1 5 0 phylogeny showed remarkable correlation with gene content similarity. However, the 1 5 1 breaking points of such relationship appeared at different depths along each different 1 5 2 branching path of the phylogeny. Thus, single, arbitrary tree topology or sequence coherence test, the Enterobacteriaceae (f)-affiliated shallower subtree did not. The strategy employed could be biased by low quality genome annotations, which 1 5 7 prompted us to employ the curated proGenomes database. In this sense, the depth of the 1 5 8 frontiers of functional coherence described here could be understood as conservative estimates; for instance within the Bacteroidota (p)-affiliated subtree, node85 failed to 1 6 0 pass the functional coherence test, and thus the subtree was split into several coherent within the Enterobacteraceae (f)-affiliated subtree, and hence that of the larger In addition to our previous results-driven recommendation that all ranks from genus to 1 6 9 class/phylum be employed if using taxonomic binning, we argue that our functional 1 7 0 coherence proxy (i.e. more within-node gene content similarity than expected by 1 7 1 chance, and no descendant nodes failing to pass such test) is intuitive and useful. Thus, including at least three members were not considered for subsequent analyses. Distances producing summary statistics for all taxa at all ranks. Mende), resulting in 6 989 different annotations for representative genomes presenting 1 9 5 nearly full length 16S rRNA gene sequences. Pairwise Jaccard distances between these 1 9 6
genomes were derived from the shared presence of genes using the R package vegan, 1 9 7 again producing within-taxa summary statistics for all taxa at all ranks. (6)) and pairwise Jaccard distances between genomes 2 0 2 obtained as mentioned above. The trees were initially processed to include constant 2 0 3 node labels, and pruned to remove leaves without functional annotation. The script traverses the tree from leaves to root in such a way that nodes are evaluated In this manner, we delimit functional coherence along the tree by pinpointing nodes that 
